ASA Minutes 11-06-06
Attendance: Alex, James, Dennis, Tim Lau, Michael McGraw, Mike Shaw, Obrad, and Aaron

We are meeting with groups in office hours on Tuesday and next Monday.

Finboard wants to start distributing startup money, but they don't which provisional groups are undergraduate group. It would be good to know whether these groups are grad or undergrad. Groups cannot get both undergrad and grad funding.

Bulletin Board policy- it would be good to vote on it next week. Would we do them every year or every other year? Would we offer interim applications? So, we'll vote on this next week, but it appears that we're favoring a two-year version with interim allocations possible. Alex to send out new version.

We will resolve John Hawkinson's concern about the minutes, 3 week period, operating guidelines, etc. next week.

How are we splitting up the bulletin board space? There are approximately 100 applications. We might be able to slowly get money for Plexiglas. We need to have preliminary assignments posted by November 22nd, the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. Maybe good to see who is using what? People who have something current. People have something. People who have applied. People who have nothing up. People who do the most changing should get priority. Stuff that is close/not close to the infinite corridor. November 18th at 2:00 PM for a tentative meeting.

LEF/ARCADE funding email is approved to be sent.

Logs-TOONS Conflict
We need to meet with both groups. We owe them a written response 24 hours after the meeting. We'll need to meet with them next week. Let's have a meeting with both groups next week at 7:00 PM. Do we ask other groups to participate? Do we have a right to address contracts between groups? Can we find out how many hours were spent outside on recordings?

Office hours:
Nov. 7, Nov. 21, Nov 27, and Dec 5

Separate from Toons/LOGs issue: student groups' property bill. Alex to write up guidelines for this as well.
Open Floor
UA Space planning committee- old link to office allocations, did not migrate to new website. Mike Shaw to talk to them.
ASA-Discuss list: we'll use another medium instead.